Twisted polynomial rings and localizations thereof have been used as counterexamples to many conjectures. In this paper we extend the results of Cozzens in Ref. [l] , who was concerned with the following two properties:
(Pr) Every simple R module is injective.
(Pa) There is only one isomorphism class of simple R modules. In addition, we look at (Ps) There exist infinitely many nonisomorphic simple R modules.
By suitably modifying the field of a twisted polynomial ring, we show that P, and Pa are completely independent, and that P, and Pa may simultaneously hold. We also show that Pa may hold on the right but not on the left.
The following meanings of p, F, R, R, and D will be assumed throughout the entire paper.
Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let cr : F ---f F be the endomorphism of F defined by cr(a) = G for all 01 c F. Let i? be the ring of twisted polynomials with coefficients on the left, where addition is polynomial addition, multiplication is defined by the associative and distributive laws, and for all a: E F. xcx = a(cd)X 2 is a principal left ideal domain with left Euclidean algorithm with precisely one two-sided ideal, viz., (X). (See Jacobson, Ref. [3] ). Moreover, 598 OSOFSKY for every r E i?, there exists s E i7 such that Xr = sX, so that one may form R = the left ring of quotients of R with respect to X, viz., R is a simple ring, and, being the localization of a principal left ideal domain, is also a principal left ideal domain. Moreover, R may be considered as the localization of the right twisted polynomial ring (F[X-r; 01)~ with respect to X-l, so R is also a principal right ideal domain although i? is not unless F is perfect.
Cozzens shows in Ref.
[l] that R has properties P, and P, ifF is algebraically closed. By further analysis of the situation, we show the complete independence of these two properties. zzEo aiXi = (Crzi j?,Xi)(X -7) if and only if Assume the equations (*) and that where a sum with smaller top than bottom index is equal to zero. This is true ifj = 1 by the first equation of (r). If y is a root of P(Y), define ,13,+r = E% and Pnej inductively by (*). The above calculations then show the required factorization holds, since /lo indeed equals -CAM+.
We make two observations about P(Y).
(i) P(Y) = P'(Y)Y + 01~) so a0 f 0 implies P has all distinct roots.
(ii) The degree of P(Y) . is relatively prime to p since each nonzero exponent of Y is congruent to 1 modulo p. PROPOSITION 2.
Let 01, ,!3 E F -(0). Then R/R(X -rx)xnb 23 R/R(X -p) (resp. R/R(X -ol)X" --M R/R(X -/3)) if and only if there is a j E w (m = 0 and for j = 0) such that the polynomial has a root in F. 
We observe that, in the case of R, one cannot necessarily assume j = 0 unless p = 2. For example, let p be odd, F' a purely transcendental extension of Z/pZ, F"the separable closure ofF', and F = F"[cW] for some a! EF" -Z/pZ. Then Yp-r -c&P has no root in F, but Ye-l-01 does. Just as for P, Q has no multiple roots and degree relatively prime to p. In order to use the above calculations, we need a way of obtaining particular fields in which polynomials which need roots have them.
Let q be a prime integer, and let K be any field with algebraic closure K. Let
K_CLCK,andlEL + degree 2 over K is relatively prime to q}.
K E 3, and 3 is clearly inductive.
DEFINITION.
A q-field over K is a maximal element of 5. and has degree divisible by q, then g has no root in L.
Proof. Since all of the irreducible factors off over L cannot have degree divisible by q, one, say f. , has degree relatively prime to q. Let B be a root Proof.
Let X-J(~~=~ o~~X~)X~~, o+, # 0, generate a maximal left ideal of R (for R, set j = 0). Since X-i is a unit in R we may ignore the X-i, By Propositions 3 and 1, CyzO c+Xi must be linear, so every maximal left ideal of R (R) is generated by an element of the form (X -y)X", y EF -(01 (or = RX). By Propositions 3 and 2, R/R(X -y)Xlfi w R/R(X -I>. (In the case of a, one has also the possibility y = 0 and the unique nonfaithful simple R/RX.)
We can also show that roots of all P and Q occurring in Propositions 1 and 2 must exist for R to have only one (and R two) isomorphism class of simples.
PROPOSITION 5. Let Y = CyzO aiXi generate a maximal ideal of R (or w) where ol,aO # 0, n > 1. Then RIRr $ R/R(X -y) for any y + 0 EF. Proof-Any s E R is of the form X-Q + qr, q E R, j E CO, t E a, degree t < ?z -1. Then (X -y)s E Rr if and only if (X -ypj)t is a polynomial of degree <n in Rr. Since r has constant term f 0, the only such polynomials are of the form M, 01 EF. But then Rr 2 Rt, a contradiction.
Although R has enough symmetry to ensure that there is only one isomorphism class of left simple R modules if and only if there is only one isomorphism class of right simple R modules (if and only if the polynomials P(Y) and Q(Y) in Propositions 1 and 2 always have roots), the situation with w is quite different unless F is perfect (so symmetry again holds). Although roots of all P and Q insure only two nonisomorphic simple left R modules, it is possible to have infinitely many simple right a modules. COROLLARY. Let F be a p jield over a purely transcendental extension K of Z&Z, where K has injnite transce&nce degree. Then a has precisely two nonisomorphic simple left modules but an injinite number of simple right modules.
DIVISIBILITY OF SIMPLE MODULES
For a commutative ring, every simple is injective if and only if the ring is regular (see Ref. [7] ). Cozzens showed this was not true in the noncommutative case since the ring of differential polynomials over a universal differential field and the ring R for F algebraically closed have this property. We will use this second result to study precisely when every simple R module is injective.
We first observe that since R is a principal left ideal domain, divisibility is equivalent to injectivity. Thus a cyclic R module R/Rb is injective if and only if for all a # 0 E R, aR + Rb = R. The same remark holds for 2, --but in that ring it is clear that XR + i?X + i?, so R/RX cannot be injective. We give an alternate proof of the injectivity of all simple modules using a criterion attributed to Villamayor that every simple is injective if and only if every proper ideal is an intersection of maximals. Clearly R is Jacobson semisimple so zero is an intersection of maximals. Let r j; 0 E W -RX. By Proposition 1, there are precisely (1 -pdesreer)/(l -p) distinct maximal ideals R(X -7) containing RY, and their intersection is generated by an element giving rise to a P having all the y's as roots, i.e., P. For ideals RrXm, one uses the fact that postmultiplication by Xm is an isomorphism to express them as an intersection of ideals R(X -r)Xln. Now for r E a -RX, RIRrX"" and RIRr have composition series (obtained by expressing Y as a product of irreducible elements of R). Since a simple --(# R/RX) is divisible by all r E R -RX, RlRr and R/RrX" are also SD divisible, and so RIRrXn7 is injective.
If F does not contain a root of every polynomial P(Y) in Proposition 1, the above analysis is inedequate to show that every simple is injective since we must look at more than linear polynomials.
1 Added i?z Proof.
As a matter of fact, this is not really a modification. Indeed, R = K[X; u] where K = UnmC, X-"FX" is the perfect closure of F, and if P is separably closed, so is K. Replacing F by K would also eliminate the necessity of looking at ideals of the form pX" in R, since any element # 0 in K[X; G] is of the form Xmp' where p' has constant term + 0. PROPOSITION 9. Let F be a field such that every polynomial of &gree pi has a root in F (e.g., take a q-Jield over a field K for some q f p). Let --b + 0 E a -i?X. Then RIRb is injective (RIRb is injective if F is perfect). We now apply some linear algebra and the Euclidean algorithm in A. The standard commutative argument goes through except that we have no right algorithm. Let % = (UBV 1 U and J/ invertible in (FLU; o] )~,~:.
We observe that permutation matrices and elementary matrices of the form I, f rEij , i # j are invertible and premultiplication by one of them performs the row operation used to obtain them from I, , whereas postmultiplication performs the column operation.
LElUhK4.
There exists B' E % such that B' is upper triangular, i.e., (B')i.i = 0 for i <i. One can then find a set of pi that will show divisibility provided one can successively solve the equations r,ap,, = (UA), , But then pzpl + 7 = 0, so r EF~', and all y. EF are in q,FP, i.e., F = FP. We have observed that, conversely, if a0 + 0 and F is perfect, then RlRa is always divisible by X since XE = RX. By Propositions 1 and 8, if F is --algebraically closed, then every simple i? module except R/RX is injective.
Remarks. Although P, and P, hold for F separably closed and P, and P, hold for F a two-field over a rational function field and p > 2, it is difficult to envision a field for which R has P, but neither P, nor P, . One not only has to worry about polynomials of the same degree yielding a finite set of simples, but one must also consider polynomials of different degrees. Thus for p = 2: simples of the form R/R(X -a) are all isomorphic, but there may well be other distinct unfactorable polynomials of different degrees yielding other simples. If one could have at least one root for each polynomial P of Proposition 1 without simultaneously having roots for all Q of Proposition 2, then one might be able to have only a finite number (+ 1) of nonisomorphic simples, but this seems difficult also.
In the case of differential polynomials, Cozzens in his thesis characterizes the situation when all simples are injective and isomorphic. It seems much more difficult to get a nice description for twisted polynomials. The problem is that not every separable polynomial is a P or Q or of the formf(o)(Y) + a, fEF[cq CT], CT(Y) = YP.
In the simple ring case (R rather than R) one can ask whether R may have both injective and noninjective simples. This seems highly unlikely. It is also of interest to ask if, for a noninjective simple R module Ail, the inject&e hull of M can have finite length. This also seems to be a difficult problem.
